1.

Spraying Base Color
HYPER KROME Ag is what as the Base Color surface is mirror surface, a beautiful plating sense shows more.
First of all, Spray black color as a Base Color to be careful dusts.
Spray two-component black Base Color. Cover two-component clear certainly if spray one-component black Base Color.
Dry the surface completely after spraying Base Color、and please never touch it after drying. Fingerprints will definitely come
out after finishing Topcoat Clear if touch the surface during the process. WARNING: Please never touch the surface after spraying
Base Color!
We recommend

2.

HYPER KROME Ag EZ Exclusive Basecolor Black.

Spraying HYPER KROME Ag
HYPER KROME Ag doesn’t have to be diluted by any hardener and pour it into a spray gun directly.
Blow air to dusts away first and spray HYPER KROME Ag. Please never touch the surface at the process too.
Any guns which caliber sizes are until 1.3mm are suitable for HYPER KROME Ag
Spray HYPER KROME Ag evenly and thinly. Metal plating gradually comes out while drying even though olive brown comes
immediately after spraying HYPER KROME Ag.
Take a couple of minutes for interval after the transforming itself to metal plate from the first HYPER KROME Ag spraying, and
take the second spray. Finish repeating a couple of spray times.
Dry the surface completely after HYPER KROME Ag painting. Estimate drying time about 1 hour as forced drying of 60℃~70℃,
or leave about 24hours if take a normal temperature drying.

3.

Spraying Topcoat Clear (in case of your daily topcoat clear)
Spray Topcoat Clear after HYPER KROME Ag complete drying.
The discharge of a gun should be down and it should be mist as long as you can. Take three – five minutes for interval and repeat
it three – four times.
Take interval for about 1 hour as forced drying of 60℃~70℃, furthermore leave for 3 – 4 hours under normal temperature, or just
leave for about 24 hours under normal temperature after the last spray of Topcoat Clear..
After that, spray again with semi-wet and take interval 5 – 10 minutes furthermore, and go to the final spray with wet again. We
recommend

HYPER KROME Ag EZ Exclusive Clear set because the other clear may tend bluish color

even though the other ones don’t have any particular problems for HYPER KROME Ag.

Warning: 1. Regarding storage conditions, be sure to have it in doors.
2. We recommend that expiration date for use is in 6 months.
3. Please avoid the use of the rainy day because of the humidity.
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